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Abstract 
Linear Algebra lesson is generally  regarded as being abstract and unrelated to life so being  an boring subject by the students; 
and this results in the development of a negative attitude towards the linear algebra lesson, and a general failure. One of the most 
important reason of this problem is that; at the teaching of linear algebra, for explaining  the concepts about linear algebra lesson 
to students completely, proper teaching technics which will require the students to make analysis and interpretations and different 
works are not carried out. In this study; the affects of the use of concretization method through geometry is investigated. In the 
light of the findings obtained from the extensive literature search made in the investigation, it may be stated that the use of  
concretization method through geometry can  provide an efficient and permanent learning.. 
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1.Introduction 
Linear Algebra is an  important lesson for students because of at least 2 reasons. First; linear algebra has a  wide 
range of applications in some areas of mathematics such as multi-variable analysis, differential equations, and 
propability. For example; the whole areas of physics, chemistry, biology, economy, psychology, sociology, and 
engineering. The second; linear algebra has been the lesson which is most applied for teaching of abstract 
concepts.(Kollman, and Hill 2000). Carlson (1994) stated that linear algebra which is one of the essential areas of 
mathematics and the basis of numerical analysis has been an important tool for biology, computer, economy, 
engineering, physic, and statistics apart from mathematics. Especially, in the development of computer science, the 
power and efficiency of linear algebra can not be discussed. The teaching of linear algebra takes great importance in 
the areas such as statistics, computer, engineering, and economy. (Carlson 1993). Because of this reason; there is a 
great significance in that as being primarily at mathematics, the students from physic, biology, chemistry, 
astronomy, and engineering take linear algebra lesson as suitable and early as possible. 
In many researches, it is demonstrated that students generally have the  algorithmical(procedural) capability at 
linear algebra. Carlson states that students do not make mistakes in simple algorithmical operations such as 
accounting of matrices multiplications and solutions of linear equations systems. But; he stated that   when they 
come to more abstract subjects as linear independence, space, sub-spaces, and linear transformations, students began 
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to make mistakes (Sabella,Redish 1995). This situation shows us  that  conceptual learning in linear algebra is not 
completely realized.  
In complex numbers and in permanent and efficient learning of concepts about complex numbers, it is observed 
that concretization method is more efficient than traditional teachi
understanding of students the concepts about vector spaces subject and their conceptual learning, concretization 
(visualizing)  method through geometry is more efficient in relation to traditional teaching m
2003). 
One of the most important tools used in concretizing of abstract concepts is the use of geometry.  
2.The Use Of Geometry In Teaching Of Mathematics 
According to Vinner (1989), the perception of the concept consists of the collection of the concept properties in 
mind and the whole visions identical with concepts in mind. So, when teaching a concept, the description of the 
concept will not be adequate, and it will be necessary to compose the concept in mind. Mirsky (1963) has been 
stated that there is a lot of ratios(space, plane, coordinate system, etc.) between linear algebra and geometry. 
Mostow and Sampson (1969) have stated that if an algebric equation be demonstrated as geometrical, it will be 
possible to define the geometric constructed equations in which algebric expressions are less used. (Wang 1989) 
stresses the significance of intuitional articulation and geometric visualization in the explanation of important 
theorem of linear algebra. Students should learn the reasons of using certain things and doing analysis and they 
should do visual algorithm in three-dimensional space. Wang points out that these practices will acquire to students 
the ability about using basic linear algebra concepts  and  researching system. Halmos (1987) stated that a  
mathematician should be born with the ability of visualization for his  having a more advanced information level in 
mathematics. Thompson  and Yaqup (1970)  states that the vector space concept is actually the abstraction of certain 
basic geometrical constructions encountered in analytic geometry.  
Harel (2000) gave a lesson about vector spaces to a group of students depending on the principle of concreteness 
another group, he explained with traditional teaching method. In the end of these tellings, he saw that the students 
given lesson by using geometry became more successful. But he determined some difficulties about the usage of 
geometry. In the end of this study Harel expressed th
time. (Gueudet- Chartier 2003a.). Harel (1999), when geometry is introduced before algebrial concepts established, 
trations and can not dominate the 
general situation. That is, he stressed that  when a lesson is explained only with geometric visualization,  many 
students will stay in the limited world of geometric vectors, and so it is necessary that  these three principles( 
necessity, concreteness, generalization)  must be introduced   together.  
It may be considered that the use of geometry in linear algebra will be limited only to 2, RR and 3R , and this 
method will cause problems for the subjects not demonstrated as symbolic geometrically. So it can be supposed that 
concretization through geometry will be useful only in the subjects of 2, RR  and 3R , and will be invalid in other 
space subjects. But, if nR  is considered as a simple generalization of 2, RR and 3R  spaces, we can teach the 
basical concepts about larger dimensional spaces in a  more efficient way by benefiting from the spaces which we 
can demonstrate as geometrically. Also, the reality of the nesessity of forming isomorphism between spaces may 
eliminate this problem. For example, izomorphism may be established between  3R  and )(2 RP , 
nR , and )(1 RPn
 
2, RR , and 3R  are izomorphes to nR . For this reason, a problem introduced in  nR , may be generalized in nR
after being solved and clearly stated in 2, RR and 3R . (Gueudet-Chartier 2003b). 
One of the most important objectives of this study was that fundamental concepts about linear transformations 
were expressed to srudents a meaningful way. Algebraic structures can be applied to advanced topics with meaning 
of basic concepts. If the student can do abstract the concepts learned and can do the application about this concept, 
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he/she will be learned associated concept as a concrete (in a meaningful way). In other words, the model used in 
concreteness policy must include a meaningful relationship and create a logical arrangement. 
3.The Geometric Demonstration Of Linear Algebra 
In this part, some  geometric demonstrations  of the subjects in linear algebra have been given. The total of two 
vectors in 2R  is shown geometrically as  in Figure.1 and be  generalized, and   the definitions in nR  are obtained at 
the end.  
 ),( 21 uuu and ),( 21 vvv  vectors are given. The geometrical demonstration of  vu  totality is as in Figure.1 
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     When doing explanations of linear independence and linear dependence concepts, firstly the algebraic definitions 
about these concepts are given. After that, geometric demonstration as in the figures below must be given towards 
the comprehension of these concepts. With these geometric demonstrations, the analysis of these definitions will be 
made.  
     In the concretization method which is applied to students with the aim of teaching the determinants subject, first 
of all, the determinant definition of the concept should be given as algebraic, and after that, the analysis of the 
 
     Especially, the relation between determinant concept and area concept may be demonstrated as geometrically.  
On a K sield, a special scalar equavelents to each A  square matrix. This scalar is called  A  matrices determinant. 
What means that scalar which equavelents to matrix mentioned in the definition of the determinant here? It must be 
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stressed that ; by finding geometrically the area of any one parallellogram, and comparing it with a 22x  type 
matrices determinant, the absolute value of 11x  type matrices determinant shows a lenght in a one-dimensional 
space; and the absolute value of 22x  type matrices determinants are the space of the rectangulars which composed 
of the row and column vectors of these matrices; the absolute value of 33x  type matrices determinants are the 
volumes of the solid substance which composed of row and column vectors of these matrices. 
     One A  matrix from )(22 RM x , as being 11
13
A ; it is 21.11.3det A . 
     What means 2 as a value of determinant here? 
     The absoulte value of  A  matrix in the type of 22x  is the area of the rectangular composed of the column 
vectors of A  matrices. It can be shown geometrically that the area in the Figure 2 equavelents to 2 number which is 
the value of this matrix. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     A  matrix is  
A  done with a 
geometric demonstration.  
)(22 RMA x  matrix, and be ba
ba
A
22
.    We can show that    0det A  as in Figure 8.  
As being ),( bax and )2,2( bay , 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
     As it is seen as Figure 3, A  matrices line vectors above constituted a straight line.A straight line does not show 
an area in a two-dimensional space. So its area is zero. For that,  A  matrices determinant equavelents to zero. So the 
 area which constituted above will be analysed concretely togather with students. Other 
properties of determinant and its geometric analysis in 3R  may be given similarly. 
4.Conclusion And Suggestions 
Figure.2
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Figure.3 
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     The teaching approach with concretization method may be realized with three essential methods. These are 
pictures(graffics), animations, and computer entry programmes. One of the best methods of concretization is the one 
that made with concretization method by using geometry. 
     Concretization may be defined as a tool which serves to the aim of discovering the facilities that brought by 
geometry and analitic geometry for solving algebraic  problems. Graffics, diagrams, and various geometric shapes 
and models may be used as a tool for visualization of mathematical ideas and abstract concepts. In this way, an 
individual may establish  stronger relationships between the physical(outside) world, and abstract concepts. That is, 
the introduction of algebraic statements with geometric models provides to students the possibility of how a theory 
will be established by moving from a physical model. Mathematical concepts and so linear algebra subjects are 
abstract subjects. These concepts will not be articulated completely by students  if they are explained without doing 
any concrete demonstration. Mathematical concepts in this circumstance will be only memorized by students. For 
this reason; it must be taken to consideration that the concepts in linear algebra lesson(graffics, drawings, and tables, 
etc.) be explained with their visual presentations.  
 Geometric figures have a great importance in seeing the relations in problems and interpreting the abstract 
concepts. But these geometric figures do not always define a definition or a concept. They provide to understand the 
definitions and concepts better. For this reason; when concretization method is used in linear algebra subjects;  after 
a concept or a definition is explained with geometric figures, it must be given place to its algebraic and abstract 
definitions. In contrast, if a definition or concept is given beforehand; the meanings of these definitions or concepts 
must be perceived by students by using geometric figures.  
 The concretizing of abstract concepts and definitions in mathematics can be made with various methods. In this 
study, the concretization method through geometry is researched. In the teaching of linear algebra lesson, the 
efficiency of concretization method may be analysed through using computer entry programmes and similar tools 
such as animation and Mathematica.  
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